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gibt6; auch \Á/enn man die Verknüpfung von lat. censere mit ai. íárysati
noch so oft als gesichert zit:tert (211), werden dadurch die formalen und
semantischen Bedenken gegen diese Etymologie/ nicht widerlegt.
Merkw-ürdigerweise wird die idg. Dichtersprache, die auch von kritischen Forschern als möglicher Zugang zu voretnzelsprachlichem Gedankengut angesehen wird (vgl. Schlerath 254,Zrmmer 325) nur von einem
Verfasser zum Hauptthema gemachr, von Enrico Campanile, lndogermanische Dichtersprache (21-28), der sich aber nun ausgerechnet einem
Phänomen zuwendet, das gerade nicht die Beweiskraft [resitz-t, die man
übereinzelsprachlichen Junkturen vom Typ áÞsitøry írávaþ so gern
z-ubilligt: C. befaßt sich nur mit Metaphern, die mit gleichem Inhalt, aber
verschiedenen Ausdrucksformen in zwei oder mehr idg. Einzelsprachen
nachzuweisen sind: ,,Die kulturellen Inhalre sind hier das \Vesentliche;
ihnen gegenüber ist die Sprache nur das Mittel, clas sie überliefert. . . Der
tadition in den Dingen entspricht die Tradition in den Vorten" (26).
Das ist aber leider nicht so einfach: ebensowenig wie bei kulturellen
Erscheinungen kann man bei Metaphern die Universalität ausschließen
uncl damit die Zuweisung an die idg. Grundsprache absichern (s. oben 48,
Punkt 2).
In seinem Vorwort meint der Herausgeber, daß es gelte, nun endlich
die Skepsis und den Agnostizismus zu überwinden, die der Erforschung

der Sozial- und Geisteswelt der Indogermanen im

tù7ege stehen. Es ist

durchaus möglich, daß dies gelingen wird. Ich wage aber auch damit zu
rechnen, daß es so kommen könnte, wie es im Laufe des 18. Jahrhunderts
in einem anderen Bereich gekommen ist: damals machte sich ein gewisser
Agnostizismus hinsichtlich der Erforschung der Natur der Engel oder
der schwarzen Magie bemerkbar, die bis dahin durchaus zu den ernsthaften Themen der l-Jniversitätswissenschaft gehört hatten; aber eines
Tâges merkte man eben, daß man sich um Gegenstände bemühte, die in
einem inzwischen veränderten Wissenschaftsbild keine nPlatz mehr fanden. Noch ein letztes Mal sei Schlerath zitíert (256f.): ,,Habe ich mit
meiner historischen Hypothese recht, dann ist auch aus kulturgeschicht-

lichen Gründen die Rekonsrruktion einer uridg. Sozialstruktur ein
unmögliches, wenn nicht sogar unsinniges lJnterfangen."
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Nussbaum, Alan J.: Head and Horn in Indo-European. Bcrlin/
New York, Valter de Gruyter, 1986, gr.-8", XIII, 305 S. (Untersuchungen zur Indogerrnanischen Sprach- und Kulturwissenschaft. Neue Folge,
2.) Geb. 160 DM.
The book, which starts on p. 1 without any introduction, treats a very
complicated matter: all forms derived from the root 'tÞer(h2)- "horn"
and/or "head". Therefore, I shall discuss it chapter by chapter, adding
some comments (C:) immediately.
I: N. argues that several words with a suffix n or u mean "horn", and
that these forms do not have a laryngeal. The ø-stem may have been a

proterodynamic (: PD) neuter. (Avestan might point to a HD [: hysterodynamic)'t lér u - ( e )b 2.)
C: N. holds that there is no certain evidence for a laryngeal. But Lith.

Þárae, SCr. þràr,a, with acute accent, point unambiguously to a
laryngeal, and not to lengthened grade o, an interpretation long since
abandoned (Vaillant, Grammaire comparée I 238 ff.). Therefore cases like
Lat. ceraus, W. carw, Goth. bawrn must be reconsidered. - For Greek
words like xopuq¡, xógu¡"rpa, non-Indo-European origin should be
considered.

IIa: All other forms had alaryngeal, but never n or w, and they do not
consistently mean either "horn" or "head". Here a discussion of Peters'
[Jntersuchungen is inserted. N. objects to three different paradigms
which would all mean both "head" and "horn". Especiall¡ he objects to a
PIE r/n-stem (with which I agree; cf. Kratylos 26,1981,11 I ff., which N.
does not know).
Then he starts

with the words with "léerh2- (without suffixes) meaning "horn". - Hitt. þarawar is derived from a fem. ø-stem "'Þ.r-eb2or tts
Lindeman variant ':'Þrr-eb2, derived from anit 't-ker- "horn".
Myc. Þerajapl, which cannot be derived from xégcrg, would presuppose a form "'þera "horn" (also suppos edin þ,erø dedemena "bound with
horn", and in Hom. xégcr :,2l1).N. concludes to aPD fem."-leer-b2,"'þrebz- (on which see below).
Ch. IIb. discusses the forms with "'þr-eb2 meaning "head". For Gr.
xógr1 the explanation from "'Þrh2-s-¿z is rejected. It is derived fron-r the
Lindeman variant of 'tlér-ëb2. The compournds xgr1ôe¡rvov, xgÍ¡yuoç
could support this interpretation, as they are best explained as having
)¿Qï- < 't-þrebz- or't'Þrb2-. Also iyxgoE can best be explained from'i-en'
Þrh2-o-, with early loss of /r2 in compounds.
C: N. doubts that öxagoç continues '?n-Þrb2-os. Another reason to
doubt this is that the zero grade of ðv (PIE '?b 1en),i.e.'t'b 1n-, would have
given 'tðv- in Greek.
Gr. (ènù) xag could not have "'ky, as an unextended form did not
exist, nor be a locative "'Þrb2, as a locative did not have (double) zero
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grade; the idea that it was taken from -%cIQQéouoctr, is also rejectecl (also in
App. I).4locative't-Þr-eb2, reduced to't--krh2 in a univerbation (as in

<

"-me-ghsri) is considered, as well as a bahuvrihi-compound. The
-b2worrld then have been lost. Hítt. (Þit)Þ.ar"at/to the head" is explained

pÉXQt

in the same wa¡ with -þar 1't-lear(h) <'t-kr(h).
C: It must be stressed that the loss of the -b2 is unparalleled.
Indic'tíraya- "head" would also contain "kreh2().
IIc: The forms pointing to "Þ.er-(e)b2 "bone", and those deriving
fro":n'tþ.r-eb2- "head" cannot be reduced to one paradigm. For "bone" a
PD word, nom.'tþ.er-b2, is posited, and the relation to the other word is
solved by assuming a (HD)collective 't'þr-ebz "the (mass of)head-bone"
) "skull, head", parallel to the collective'?øéd-õr from'twód.-r eÍ.c.
(Another derivative of "ker-b2 "bone" is seen ín 'tláerbr-o- in Av.
sara- "head", and in Lat. cernuøs f i-noî'to- "with the head inclined".)
As the words continuing 'tÞ.er-b2 (like Gr. "'þerã) are feminine, it is
supposed that '!Þer-h2 was feminine. It is pointed out that Schmidt's
theory holds that the collectives tn -or etc. were feminines, which came to
be used as neuter plurals (Hitt. úidør), and only later became singulars
(üôtrlq). The author thinks that these collectives were neuters from the
beginning. And as the neuter plurals in -b 2 are exactly parallel (-or probably deriving from -or-h2), the form in -h2 ('kerh2) will have been neuter
as well; and with them perhaps all l-stems. This neuter "k.er-b2 would
have become feminine in the proto-language.
C: The assumption of a neuter collective 'tkreb2 (from'!'Þer-h) rs a
very attractive solution for the problem of the Greek neuter xdgo. It
must be pointed out, however, Í.hat these forms had predominantly -o-.
Gr. ü¡"n1v is hardly sufficient evidence for e, Slav. sémç does not derive
from e, so that only Hitt. forms remain: basdwer, utne, swel.
C: Another difficulty may be the fact that't'Þer-b2 itself is thought to
be a collective; thus we have a collective of a collective.
C: As to xtigcr, which N. explains from a Lindeman form (about
which I remain very sceptical), I wonder whether it could have xag- <
't'þ.rbz- from the oblique cases (either'tkrb2-þs) or't'krb2-es-(os),on which
see below).

C: As to the gender of "'k.er-b2, the PD inflection was in my opinion
typical of the neuters (see my Origins 167). N.'s conclusions depend on
his preconceptions. As hysterokinetic words had no full gracle root, and
as amphikinetic words had CéC-õR,'?ker-b2 (with full grade of the root,
and no evidence for -oÃ) could belong to neither of these two types and
has to be PD. In my conception, the oldest type of HD (i.e. both hystero- and amphikinetic) nominativebad CeC-R, and this type was preserved especially in the case of the b2-stems. Thus, a feminine HD'tléer-h2
would be possible. (A neuter PD "Þer-h2 would be possible as well. We
may think of '!Host-H "bone".) N.'s further conclusion that all ¿-stems
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were in.origin neuters.. proves to.my mind rhat the starting-points are
wrong; in my conception such a detour is not necessary.
C: As N. points out, -eb2) Gr. -ã would show that Eichner's rule did
not operate, at least in Greek.
C: The idea that -or (etc.) goes back to -or-h2 seerns to me quite
improbable. (Against nom. sg. -or 1 -or-s see ûìy Origins 151.)
III a: It is argued that for both formal and semantic reasons the s-stems
Gr. xégaE "horn (object)" and Skt. ííras "head" do not derive from one
single paradigm. xégcrE would be an s-stem derived from "'leer-h.2 "horn
(materiai)". On the other hand íírøs wotld have been derived frorn the
paradigm of 'tléreb2 "head". - The Gr. adjective zegaóg, found in one
formula, beside -l4reov, rather continues a form 't-þerøb-o-; there is no
evidence for -4o-.
IIIb: For the n -stem in ílrsn-, xógr1va and unclerlying xgcrat-, N.
assumes a fixed srem't'krb2sn-. He assumes that the oblique cases (which
had a monosyllabic stem) had final stress ('tkrb2sn-ós etc.), whereas the
nom. plural had initial stress ("Þib2sn-b2, as youvo versus youvóg). This
would prove that stressed yb2 developed into crgcr.
C: I am not sure that this is correct. If we accept 'tkrbrsnós, we see in
xgáatoE that the accent was withdrawn (because rhe stem is not monosyllabic), and in xgatóç that it again shifted to the ending. Apparently the
shift is fully automatic. This would imply that in "Þyh2sr¡tos (>
xqcr(å)atoE) the accent was automatically withdrawn to the root, as rhe
stem is disyllabic. And then we would expect 't'ixo,pu(h)aroE. - Also
xgcroívco 1'tkyh2sp-ie- would prove the stress rule (old stress on -rc-, or
withdrawn ro -U-). But if the stress was withdrawn to the initial syllable ,
as one assumes to explain ogapayéo¡rcrr (Rix, Griechische Grammatik
B4), we would expect't't-xo,go,(/r)aívo.
Other Greek forms (xagr¡(a)t-, \Lyc. learaapl) are discussecl.
For Germ. 't'bersan- I 'rÞerb2son- derivation from an old locative
':-krb2s-en (type Skt. jm-án) is considered. This would imply a new full
grade, unless this locative wíth -en had double full grade of old. Other
possibilities are given at p. 1.93 n. 82.
C: This section is very tentative, as the author admits, because rhe
position of this locative is uncertain.
IIIc: Neither of the paradigms Gr.'tÞ.reb2, krb2sn- and Skt. "lérb2os, Þrb2sn- can be safely attributed to PIE. The solution presented is
that 't'krb2sn- replaced earlier 'tÞlb2-þ)s-, the -n- being a later, perhaps
post-PIE accretion (for which there are many parallels). Then the
Sanskrit nominative can easily be an innovation, so that "Þ.reb2, krb2es- was the PIE paradigm. The zero/-es- type could have been taken
from "ear", a neuter s-stem, nom.'t'bleus-s, obl. 'i-b2uS-€s- (du.'t-h2ws-sib 7), where ss became s and a suffix -es- appeared only in the oblique
cases.
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"-me-ghsri) is considered, as well as a bahuvrihi-compound. The
-b2worrld then have been lost. Hítt. (Þit)Þ.ar"at/to the head" is explained
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in the same wa¡ with -þar 1't-lear(h) <'t-kr(h).
C: It must be stressed that the loss of the -b2 is unparalleled.
Indic'tíraya- "head" would also contain "kreh2().
IIc: The forms pointing to "Þ.er-(e)b2 "bone", and those deriving
fro":n'tþ.r-eb2- "head" cannot be reduced to one paradigm. For "bone" a
PD word, nom.'tþ.er-b2, is posited, and the relation to the other word is
solved by assuming a (HD)collective 't'þr-ebz "the (mass of)head-bone"
) "skull, head", parallel to the collective'?øéd-õr from'twód.-r eÍ.c.
(Another derivative of "ker-b2 "bone" is seen ín 'tláerbr-o- in Av.
sara- "head", and in Lat. cernuøs f i-noî'to- "with the head inclined".)
As the words continuing 'tÞ.er-b2 (like Gr. "'þerã) are feminine, it is
supposed that '!Þer-h2 was feminine. It is pointed out that Schmidt's
theory holds that the collectives tn -or etc. were feminines, which came to
be used as neuter plurals (Hitt. úidør), and only later became singulars
(üôtrlq). The author thinks that these collectives were neuters from the
beginning. And as the neuter plurals in -b 2 are exactly parallel (-or probably deriving from -or-h2), the form in -h2 ('kerh2) will have been neuter
as well; and with them perhaps all l-stems. This neuter "k.er-b2 would
have become feminine in the proto-language.
C: The assumption of a neuter collective 'tkreb2 (from'!'Þer-h) rs a
very attractive solution for the problem of the Greek neuter xdgo. It
must be pointed out, however, Í.hat these forms had predominantly -o-.
Gr. ü¡"n1v is hardly sufficient evidence for e, Slav. sémç does not derive
from e, so that only Hitt. forms remain: basdwer, utne, swel.
C: Another difficulty may be the fact that't'Þer-b2 itself is thought to
be a collective; thus we have a collective of a collective.
C: As to xtigcr, which N. explains from a Lindeman form (about
which I remain very sceptical), I wonder whether it could have xag- <
't'þ.rbz- from the oblique cases (either'tkrb2-þs) or't'krb2-es-(os),on which
see below).

C: As to the gender of "'k.er-b2, the PD inflection was in my opinion
typical of the neuters (see my Origins 167). N.'s conclusions depend on
his preconceptions. As hysterokinetic words had no full gracle root, and
as amphikinetic words had CéC-õR,'?ker-b2 (with full grade of the root,
and no evidence for -oÃ) could belong to neither of these two types and
has to be PD. In my conception, the oldest type of HD (i.e. both hystero- and amphikinetic) nominativebad CeC-R, and this type was preserved especially in the case of the b2-stems. Thus, a feminine HD'tléer-h2
would be possible. (A neuter PD "Þer-h2 would be possible as well. We
may think of '!Host-H "bone".) N.'s further conclusion that all ¿-stems
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were in.origin neuters.. proves to.my mind rhat the starting-points are
wrong; in my conception such a detour is not necessary.
C: As N. points out, -eb2) Gr. -ã would show that Eichner's rule did
not operate, at least in Greek.
C: The idea that -or (etc.) goes back to -or-h2 seerns to me quite
improbable. (Against nom. sg. -or 1 -or-s see ûìy Origins 151.)
III a: It is argued that for both formal and semantic reasons the s-stems
Gr. xégaE "horn (object)" and Skt. ííras "head" do not derive from one
single paradigm. xégcrE would be an s-stem derived from "'leer-h.2 "horn
(materiai)". On the other hand íírøs wotld have been derived frorn the
paradigm of 'tléreb2 "head". - The Gr. adjective zegaóg, found in one
formula, beside -l4reov, rather continues a form 't-þerøb-o-; there is no
evidence for -4o-.
IIIb: For the n -stem in ílrsn-, xógr1va and unclerlying xgcrat-, N.
assumes a fixed srem't'krb2sn-. He assumes that the oblique cases (which
had a monosyllabic stem) had final stress ('tkrb2sn-ós etc.), whereas the
nom. plural had initial stress ("Þib2sn-b2, as youvo versus youvóg). This
would prove that stressed yb2 developed into crgcr.
C: I am not sure that this is correct. If we accept 'tkrbrsnós, we see in
xgáatoE that the accent was withdrawn (because rhe stem is not monosyllabic), and in xgatóç that it again shifted to the ending. Apparently the
shift is fully automatic. This would imply that in "Þyh2sr¡tos (>
xqcr(å)atoE) the accent was automatically withdrawn to the root, as rhe
stem is disyllabic. And then we would expect 't'ixo,pu(h)aroE. - Also
xgcroívco 1'tkyh2sp-ie- would prove the stress rule (old stress on -rc-, or
withdrawn ro -U-). But if the stress was withdrawn to the initial syllable ,
as one assumes to explain ogapayéo¡rcrr (Rix, Griechische Grammatik
B4), we would expect't't-xo,go,(/r)aívo.
Other Greek forms (xagr¡(a)t-, \Lyc. learaapl) are discussecl.
For Germ. 't'bersan- I 'rÞerb2son- derivation from an old locative
':-krb2s-en (type Skt. jm-án) is considered. This would imply a new full
grade, unless this locative wíth -en had double full grade of old. Other
possibilities are given at p. 1.93 n. 82.
C: This section is very tentative, as the author admits, because rhe
position of this locative is uncertain.
IIIc: Neither of the paradigms Gr.'tÞ.reb2, krb2sn- and Skt. "lérb2os, Þrb2sn- can be safely attributed to PIE. The solution presented is
that 't'krb2sn- replaced earlier 'tÞlb2-þ)s-, the -n- being a later, perhaps
post-PIE accretion (for which there are many parallels). Then the
Sanskrit nominative can easily be an innovation, so that "Þ.reb2, krb2es- was the PIE paradigm. The zero/-es- type could have been taken
from "ear", a neuter s-stem, nom.'t'bleus-s, obl. 'i-b2uS-€s- (du.'t-h2ws-sib 7), where ss became s and a suffix -es- appeared only in the oblique
cases.
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C: The interpretation is tempting. A difficulty is that "'Þrb2-es- would
have given 't-þrhz-s-n- (with zero s) in both Greek and Sanskrit. The
author argues that no forms of the type CC-eC-n- exist, so that it wes
replacecl l:y CC-C-n-. On the other hand, xcrgrlvo, requires the stem
"Þrh2-es-(n-), which is exactly the expected form. (I would consider a

plural't krb2-e s -h2 lnot't Þrb2-e s >'txagaç?1, replaced 6y " krh2- e s-n-b2.)
IV: Derivatives with -r- like Myc. -karøor-, -xQotQc{,Lat. cere brum
are explained from a locative'rlerb2s-er "inlat the head". Thc first forms
would presuppose a nom. 't'Þ.rãs-er/or, with fem. -r-ib2.The Latin word
would have the following history: "'Þrb2es- -> loc. 't'þrhfer -- adj.
':'

þrbzsr-ó-

-+ subst.'t' Þerb2sro-.

C: The explanation of -xgauga from

':'þ.rahria

)

'tþ.rarfa seems

implausible. The loss of å is compared with that of tin'tdes-potnfa,whích
seems to me a different matter (it must have something to do with the fact
that ¿ and n areboth dentals; also the word may have been extremely
frequent, like words such as monsieur). We expect eith.er "þrabaria or
'tÞrãhri(!)a (cf. ¡reor¡ppg irl 1 't'mesàmri(fla).
C: The appearance, in cerebrum, of the full grade in the root (as well
as the z-ero grade in the suffix -r-) seems difficult to account for, unless the
derivatives are thought to be very old. The derivation of both cerebrum
and Germ. ':'bersan- from (two different) locatives, (both) with secondary full grade (in the root) and secondary zero grade (in the suffix), is

hard to accept.
V: The word for "hornet", Lat. cràbro, is derived from "'Þrh2s-r-ó"having headgear" * the substantivizing suffix -oz-. Dutch horzel and
Balto-slavic forms may have had / by dissimilation from r,Lith. íiríuõ,
ORuss. íaríenu may have lost the second r by dissimilation.
App. II: ngóXvu is explained from ngòE + yvu, which became
't-¡troÞsnu.

C: The idea is based on ngòE youvcr (xcr)é(sto), but this means "up
against the knees" of somebody else, which seems not to fit the meaning
of the adverb. - Gr. nùX¡"tóE is derived from'i'saus-þ.-mo ) 't'søøksmo-, a
derivative of "'sus-þ.o-. If this is correct, Lubotsky's interpretation (KZ
98, 1985, 1 - 10) of this word as 't'h2sws- explains why we find " (h)aus-koin Greek beside ':'sus-þo- in the other languages.
Though the problems are very complicated, the book is lucid and
easily readable. Discussions are very sharp-witted, solutions adopted are
ingenious and plausible. Still one cannot help feeling rather helpless: it
could be, but it could well be otherwise. One wonders whether it was
useful to devote a whole book to one group of words, also as not many
other problems are solved or processes discovered. But I find it a sympathe¡ic book, and it conforms to the highest standards of research, the
methods used being exemplary.
The book is very nicely edited, and the price prohibitive. (I find the
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Goto, Toshifumi: Die "I.

Präsensklasse" im Vedischen. lJntersuçl.r""g der vollstufi€ien themarischen Wurzelpräsentia. Wien, Verlag der
Osterreichischen Akademie der .ùTissenschaften, 1.987, gr.-8o, 450 S.
(SbÖAW, 489; Veröffentlichungen der Kommission für Linguistik und
Kommunikationsforschung, 18.) Brosch. ZOO öS/100 DM.

This is an important and impressive work. The 1st class presents (the
root-accented, simple thematic type) form by far the most Common and
the most multivalent of the present formations in Vedic; included among
thenr are forms with impeccable Indo-European pedigre es (type ,ijali
"drives": Grk. üytuo, Lat. ago, etc.) and yesterday's the-"tizations of
older athematic forms (type ínuati "impels", beside inóti). Sorting out rhe
mountains of Vedic data, formally and semanticall¡ synchronically and
diachronicall¡ is a formidable task, and the author has undertaken it with
commendable vigor.
For over 200 present stems he has collected and examined all occurrences in all of Vedic, from the Rig Veda through the Srauta Sutras and
Upanisads, catalogued these forms according to1.*t, preverb, and voice
(an extremely useful set of parameters), discussed any associated textual
problems, as well as trearing issues of formal identification, interpretation of particular passages, the semantics of voice usage, of the stem, ancl
of the root, and the relation between the stem in quesìion and other formations (present or non-) built to the same roor or phonologically similar
roots. For many of these latter formations he has performed feats of collection and analysis similar to those for the 1st clasi presenrs that form his
principal subject. Anyone who has ever done even a fraction of this work
for any single Vedic stem knows the multiple difficulties involved and can
only view with awe and gratitude the industry and care with which rhe
author has approached his task. The book is a model of its kind, and from
now on it would be unthinkable to discuss a Vedic 1st class presenr (or a
passage in which it occurs) without consulting this work.
There is much to be praised in detail here. The aurhor's textual criticism is impeccable; his interpretation of particular passages shows sensitivity and is clearly based on a broad understanding of Vedic religion
and culture and rhe relation between different rexrs and schools. Inivitabl¡ there is also much in the details with which I would disagree - in the
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C: The interpretation is tempting. A difficulty is that "'Þrb2-es- would
have given 't-þrhz-s-n- (with zero s) in both Greek and Sanskrit. The
author argues that no forms of the type CC-eC-n- exist, so that it wes
replacecl l:y CC-C-n-. On the other hand, xcrgrlvo, requires the stem
"Þrh2-es-(n-), which is exactly the expected form. (I would consider a

plural't krb2-e s -h2 lnot't Þrb2-e s >'txagaç?1, replaced 6y " krh2- e s-n-b2.)
IV: Derivatives with -r- like Myc. -karøor-, -xQotQc{,Lat. cere brum
are explained from a locative'rlerb2s-er "inlat the head". Thc first forms
would presuppose a nom. 't'Þ.rãs-er/or, with fem. -r-ib2.The Latin word
would have the following history: "'Þrb2es- -> loc. 't'þrhfer -- adj.
':'

þrbzsr-ó-

-+ subst.'t' Þerb2sro-.

C: The explanation of -xgauga from

':'þ.rahria

)

'tþ.rarfa seems

implausible. The loss of å is compared with that of tin'tdes-potnfa,whích
seems to me a different matter (it must have something to do with the fact
that ¿ and n areboth dentals; also the word may have been extremely
frequent, like words such as monsieur). We expect eith.er "þrabaria or
'tÞrãhri(!)a (cf. ¡reor¡ppg irl 1 't'mesàmri(fla).
C: The appearance, in cerebrum, of the full grade in the root (as well
as the z-ero grade in the suffix -r-) seems difficult to account for, unless the
derivatives are thought to be very old. The derivation of both cerebrum
and Germ. ':'bersan- from (two different) locatives, (both) with secondary full grade (in the root) and secondary zero grade (in the suffix), is

hard to accept.
V: The word for "hornet", Lat. cràbro, is derived from "'Þrh2s-r-ó"having headgear" * the substantivizing suffix -oz-. Dutch horzel and
Balto-slavic forms may have had / by dissimilation from r,Lith. íiríuõ,
ORuss. íaríenu may have lost the second r by dissimilation.
App. II: ngóXvu is explained from ngòE + yvu, which became
't-¡troÞsnu.

C: The idea is based on ngòE youvcr (xcr)é(sto), but this means "up
against the knees" of somebody else, which seems not to fit the meaning
of the adverb. - Gr. nùX¡"tóE is derived from'i'saus-þ.-mo ) 't'søøksmo-, a
derivative of "'sus-þ.o-. If this is correct, Lubotsky's interpretation (KZ
98, 1985, 1 - 10) of this word as 't'h2sws- explains why we find " (h)aus-koin Greek beside ':'sus-þo- in the other languages.
Though the problems are very complicated, the book is lucid and
easily readable. Discussions are very sharp-witted, solutions adopted are
ingenious and plausible. Still one cannot help feeling rather helpless: it
could be, but it could well be otherwise. One wonders whether it was
useful to devote a whole book to one group of words, also as not many
other problems are solved or processes discovered. But I find it a sympathe¡ic book, and it conforms to the highest standards of research, the
methods used being exemplary.
The book is very nicely edited, and the price prohibitive. (I find the
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Goto, Toshifumi: Die "I.

Präsensklasse" im Vedischen. lJntersuçl.r""g der vollstufi€ien themarischen Wurzelpräsentia. Wien, Verlag der
Osterreichischen Akademie der .ùTissenschaften, 1.987, gr.-8o, 450 S.
(SbÖAW, 489; Veröffentlichungen der Kommission für Linguistik und
Kommunikationsforschung, 18.) Brosch. ZOO öS/100 DM.

This is an important and impressive work. The 1st class presents (the
root-accented, simple thematic type) form by far the most Common and
the most multivalent of the present formations in Vedic; included among
thenr are forms with impeccable Indo-European pedigre es (type ,ijali
"drives": Grk. üytuo, Lat. ago, etc.) and yesterday's the-"tizations of
older athematic forms (type ínuati "impels", beside inóti). Sorting out rhe
mountains of Vedic data, formally and semanticall¡ synchronically and
diachronicall¡ is a formidable task, and the author has undertaken it with
commendable vigor.
For over 200 present stems he has collected and examined all occurrences in all of Vedic, from the Rig Veda through the Srauta Sutras and
Upanisads, catalogued these forms according to1.*t, preverb, and voice
(an extremely useful set of parameters), discussed any associated textual
problems, as well as trearing issues of formal identification, interpretation of particular passages, the semantics of voice usage, of the stem, ancl
of the root, and the relation between the stem in quesìion and other formations (present or non-) built to the same roor or phonologically similar
roots. For many of these latter formations he has performed feats of collection and analysis similar to those for the 1st clasi presenrs that form his
principal subject. Anyone who has ever done even a fraction of this work
for any single Vedic stem knows the multiple difficulties involved and can
only view with awe and gratitude the industry and care with which rhe
author has approached his task. The book is a model of its kind, and from
now on it would be unthinkable to discuss a Vedic 1st class presenr (or a
passage in which it occurs) without consulting this work.
There is much to be praised in detail here. The aurhor's textual criticism is impeccable; his interpretation of particular passages shows sensitivity and is clearly based on a broad understanding of Vedic religion
and culture and rhe relation between different rexrs and schools. Inivitabl¡ there is also much in the details with which I would disagree - in the

